Supplier Prequalification
Manage Risk and Ensure Compliance for Every Supplier Type

All suppliers in your supply chain are not created equal and provide different services to your organization. Gaining complete visibility into your entire supplier network requires accurate prequalification of all suppliers. Avetta’s comprehensive supplier prequalification classifies all the suppliers based on the type of services and products they offer, so that you can accurately assess the associated information and risk accordingly.

How it Works

1. Suppliers complete registration and Avetta intelligently classifies suppliers and assigns risk levels based on international industry standards.
2. Client communicates prequalification requirements to suppliers via our intuitive online platform.
3. Suppliers complete evaluation questionnaires, provide relevant performance indicators, and upload supporting documentation.
4. Make informed supply chain decisions based on qualified supplier information.

The Benefits

- **Streamlined Onboarding & Configuration**
  Suppliers are automatically assessed and routed through the correct evaluation process based on the services and product they offer.

- **Centralized Sourcing & Communication Hub**
  Get a single view and easily source suppliers across varying levels of risk. Communicate with all your suppliers through a single communication hub—the Avetta Connect™ platform.

- **Swift Compliance Adherence**
  Gain visibility down to employee-level and drive training and certification requirements based on specific job roles and location of work.

- **Unmatched Accuracy & Flexibility**
  Better align risk profiles and service requirements with suppliers’ operations. Most flexible platform, enabling clients to configure goals, dashboards, processes, and reports.

- **Deeper Insights**
  Optimize supplier analytics by leveraging accurate and granular supplier profile data.

Avetta definitely saves us time and money in terms of sourcing great suppliers. We were looking for a rigging contractor, so I went on the Avetta site and found somebody that was local. They were already green flagged, so we hired them and we continue to use them to this day.

- Nick Wilkerson, Safety Director, SBA Communications
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The Capabilities

Tailored Registration
The underlying registration questions are specific to what the supplier does. Only relevant questions are presented to suppliers depending on their trade and risk level, saving them valuable time and effort.

Automated Risk Profiling
Auto-rank suppliers using Avetta’s comprehensive risk ranking algorithm based on global industry standards. Leverage new classifications and related fields for more granularity.

Enhanced Analytics
Avetta collects and verifies safety statistics, incident records, historical performance records and other performance indicators your company needs to better understand your suppliers’ past performance.

Professional Support
Avetta’s compliance professionals verify and regularly update prequalification data. Assistance is always available via chat, email, phone, and help center teams.

Tiered Solutions Fit for Every Supplier Need

- **Member**: Allows suppliers to provide basic prequalification information.
- **Essentials**: Includes all the Member features + insurance tasks management and verification.
- **Advantage**: Includes all the Essentials features + annual verification + configurable prequalifications.
- **Premier**: Unlocks all the Avetta capabilities including a comprehensive supplier auditing safety manual assessment service.

See Avetta Connect™ in Action

- Schedule your demo today at [avetta.com/request-demo](http://avetta.com/request-demo)
- To learn more visit [avetta.com/solutions/supplier-prequalification](http://avetta.com/solutions/supplier-prequalification)